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Ferrara Fire Apparatus Adds  

Northeast Emergency Apparatus To Dealer Network 
 

HOLDEN, LA – JUNE 8, 2020 - Ferrara Fire Apparatus, a subsidiary of REV Group and leading manufacturer 
of fire apparatus, is proud to announce that Northeast Emergency Apparatus will be joining as an official 
dealer for Maine. 
 
Northeast Emergency Apparatus, a long-time provider of professional fire truck service and equipment 
sales, is being added to the Ferrara Fire dealer team. They will be the sole source provider for Ferrara 
Apparatus in Maine. Northeast Emergency Apparatus has a full-service center, road service technicians, 
and years of apparatus sales experience on their sales team. 
 
Director of Sales for Ferrara, Jason Louque, says, “We are excited to expand our relationship with 
Northeast Emergency Apparatus. They have had an excellent customer service record in the past, and we 
know they will take care of our strong customer base in Maine along with obtaining new customers.” 
 
Northeast Emergency Apparatus joins the Ferrara Dealer Network to expand coverage in the New England 
area as Ferrara increases its footprint in that part of the country. 
 
Northeast Emergency Apparatus President, Scott Lake says, "We are excited to be the official Maine dealer 
for Ferrara products, especially since we have been servicing them since 2006.  We have been working 
with the Ferrara team since our beginning and we are ready to take on this new opportunity." 

For more information please contact Jason Louque at jasonL@ferrarafire.com 
 

### 

About Ferrara Fire Apparatus 

Ferrara is a part of REV Group (NYSE: REVG), a leading designer, manufacturer and distributor of specialty 
vehicles and related aftermarket parts and services. Ferrara builds custom heavy duty fire apparatus for 
municipal and industrial fire departments. Located in Holden, Louisiana, Ferrara is focused on protecting  



 
 

 

firefighting personnel with a custom chassis line and extruded aluminum body that exceeds NFPA and 
industry safety requirements. With over 6,000 trucks in service worldwide, Ferrara continues to push 
performance standards by delivering custom engineered fire trucks that provide maximum response 
capabilities. 

About REV Group, Inc. 

REV Group (REVG) is a leading designer, manufacturer, and distributor of specialty vehicles and related 
aftermarket parts and services. We serve a diversified customer base, primarily in the United States, 
through three segments: Fire & Emergency, Commercial, and Recreation. We provide customized vehicle 
solutions for applications, including essential needs for public services (ambulances, fire apparatus, school 
buses, and transit buses), commercial infrastructure (terminal trucks and industrial sweepers) and 
consumer leisure (recreational vehicles). Our diverse portfolio is made up of well-established principal 
vehicle brands, including many of the most recognizable names within their industry. Several of our brands 
pioneered their specialty vehicle product categories and date back more than 50 years. REV Group trades 
on the NYSE under the symbol REVG. Investors-REVG 
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